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National Forest Forces fa Have Decide Upon Dates for Primaries
Charge of Work

and Conventions
AUGUST THIRTEENTH

OVER TWO YEARS TO

COMPLETE WORK

Vicious Attack Upon Otero County is Wltüout

ELIMINATED

Washington, D. C, Jnly The
inducing President has signed a proclama- in favor of liberal law
a pi te I t rum' into the Tcrri-- i tion adding 3H,.tlo acre to ami
tv of New Mexico, and I lake at tin- ame time eliminating!
in the fact that through
acres iron:. tbeChirieahoa
For- ,v effort! I lia Vf even in a slight National
trim.
in the develop-- i New Mexico. These chances are
egree,
Pecos Valbv the the lt
of a i"rifnl tnmtiti.
lit of tind
tion made by the Secretary of
Minn of 1MB town- - a,
ami other- - there, and in the Agriculture last maimer, which
levelopMMt of tkti mine- - and showed that the area- - excluded
roads along the line of the an- rnt needed for forest or Waan Southwestern, and tershed protection.
h1 I'a-- o
e
building of such towns as The most important of these
A laruogordo ami other.
chances is the elimination of a
Having Am regard foi CM large area, consisting for the
rights of the people of tlic 'Ifrri-iry- , most nart of grass land on the'
hall always be ready to southern and eastern boundaries
assist in bringing in capital for of the New Mexico division,
.
.1
.1
Hit' 'leveinpineni oí i iif fouin i j . which was formerlv known as
,,f the Peloncillo National Forest,
whirl) MOM large amount
irrigation
cauital in its
enter This will leave Sander- - Pass ami
tea, in SM development of its! the surrounding territory on the
slope of the Animas
ties, in opening op it timber
range
entirely
outside the Forest
unds, in building Bp its towns
f
lines. Smaller eliminations
la
also made
are
lands
i am neartiiy
in iavor oi wie.
from the Chiricahua and Pelón
passage of such legislation as
divisions.
encourage the bringing in
The
additions comprise a num-- '
ni such capital and such developbar of areas of juniper and pinon
ment 1 am at the same time
along the exterior
heartily in favor of such legislaof the Chiricahua,
boundaries
amply ami absolute-I- j
haw-

and

ts

PRINCIPALLY PASTURES

FOR THE PEOPLE

Precedent or Parallel

mi stroagly

CENTS

FIELD?

To Join the Ranks of
Hired Assassins?
Cut-Throa-

5
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THE NEWSPAPER

CHANGES

30.560 Acres Added

GOOD LAWS

FAVORS

I

JA,

New Mexico.

HAS THE JOURNAL QUIT

IDC

!

n;st. .rri.v

NKW MEXICO, Till

ir)

Washington. D. ('. July The
Department of Agriculture
,ia- - undertaken
the task of esti- mating tlie pre8ent stand of saw
on eM, township and sec.
tio of Nttti()nai Foret land in
the States of Arizona, New Mx- ico, Arkansas, and Florida. It
will probably take until the
close of the year Mi to complete
work, but when it is done the
wit
foresters
know definitely how much tirn- her can safely be cut from the
National Forests in these States,
and just where the timber is
that can be most advantageously;
U. S.

AND

TWENTIETH

Tm precinct committeemen
of Otero county of both the ra
publican an 'J democratic partie- met in Alamogordo SMI after-:7.i'!MM at two o'clock. The object
of the meetings
tt. discuss
the situation as regards the

AlWfMISJM Morning Journal is just now struggling
fter Pam uf HgiMMS indignation ami moral
action and regeneration in a manner fearful and wonderful to be- hold. It is refreshing ami encouraging to note that at least one
paper has the patriotism and the moral courage to stalk fearlessly
forthcoming election at delegate
of iniquity, and at great indivitlual
into the Otero county
to the constitutional convention :
,
.
,.
aoom
peril, prevent the plain citizen irom nauging a
to set a date for holding the
his neck and casting himself into the SM.
maries for the election of
gates to the county convention:
If amyétéf had any faith ami confidence in the editorials puband to set the date for the county
lished in the Journal during campaign times: and if everybody
could forget the acrobatic stunts which have been performed by
convention w hich will nominate
candidates for the constitutional
the Journal whenever the pressure was brought to bear, then this
eulogy upon the Journal, as pronounced above, might hold tru.
convention.
The apportionment of the
Kllt alack ami alas! It is not possible to forget that in the years
mocratic delegates is based upon
that are gone the Journal's acrobatic feats have surpassed the best;
extraction. And
delegate for every M voters
eil'orts of any hybrid of craw
When a Forest has once been
il,st ' passing, it might also be remarked that in being a little covered by such a recomíais- - in the lst general election, and
s
the Journal has made its attack in 30 vicious a man- - sanee, purchasers and Forest
follows: Alamogordo 11,
case,
so
tor
tacts
Tularosa , Three Riv-fo- r
regard
the
actual
the
in
with
that titers can agree on negotiations
little
her, and
2,
Mescalero
2, Mt. Park 2,
ers
the cloven hoof is clearly revealed, ami the ears of the jack-as- s
timber sales, advertisements
protrude." In other words, it is patent that the Journal, acting of the timber can be placed, bids Weed 1, Mayhill 2, Orogrande 2,
upon its own initiative and in the clearly defined province of a made, and contracts let. Up to Cloudcroft 4, Avis 1, Orange 1,
reputable newspaper, has not singled out and attacked Otero the present time, in Arizona, all Camp 1, Daugherty Ranch 1, a
county a having the most corrupt political conditions existing in the saw timber on the Coconino total of 38 delegrates.
v..,.
The republican apportionment
.ii
Forest has been cruised, includail . . v .. .iir.nui
is
based upon 1 for 20, and is as
In the discussion of this case. Thk News will face the issues ing the Grand Canyon Division,
fairly and squarely. There will be no evasion of the facts, and no all on the Prescott. more than follows: Alamogordo 10. La Luz
8, Tularosa 7, Three Rivers 2,
half of the Sitgreaves, about
mincing of matters. The object of the Journal's unw arranted
Mescalero 2, Mountain Park 1,
B.
Mexfor
delegate
Fall's
nomination
Albert
Judge
of
New
Apache;
to
in
defeat
is
the
tack
convention.
constitutional
county
ico,
Division
to
Gallinas
the
of the Weed 1, Mayhill 1, Orogande 2,
from Otero
the
tion as will
Lincoln,
of
divisand half
the Pecos. Cloudcroft 2, Avis 1, Orange 1,
Peloncillo, and Dragoon
To review the attack briefly : In the issue of July 24, The
protect the rights oi the peo-pnow
parties
at work in Camp 1, Daugherty Ranch 1, a
I he latter division by the Journal published an editorial, one column in length, under the Field
are
of the Territory of New Mex-- i lions.
on
the Arkansas total cf 34 delegates.
proclamations has been caption "Danger ahead." In that editorial Judge Fall is referred Arkansas
against corporate aggression. recent
The primaries will be held in
tranferred from the Coronado to to as "one of the most arbitrary and defiant of railroad agents." National Forest, and in Florida
am opposed to the interfer- the 'hiricahua Forest.
precinct at 2:00 p. m. Sateach
In the issue of July 2), the Journal devoted two columns of the on the Choctawhatchee.
ence of corporations in govern- August 13, to elect deleurday.
The unappropriated portions of first page to an alleged expose of a frame-uwhich had for its purDuring the present field season
I
i. tal allairs in New Mexico.
to
gates
the county convention-- :
the lands eliminated by this pro pose the hoodwinking of the people. The issue of July 27 devoted it is anticipated that the estifavor boards oi equalization clamation will be restored reset- eight columns to the same so called iniquitous schemes of the Otero mates covering the Apache, and also to elect precinct
which w ill do exact justice
to serve for the ensutlement and entry after having county gang leaders.
Gila, and Pecos, in New Mexico,
ing
of two years. The
period
the railroads and other, been advertised in the local paWithout the aid of "inside" history, let us first Consider the and the Mount Graham Division
t rests of
will
the Territory, audi pers by the Secretary of the
be convened at
conventions
matter fairly and impartially. Does it seem reasonable and plaus- of the Crook, in Arizona, can be ln:H a. m., Saturday. August
which shull not be selected by
ible to think that the Journal would come clear across to Otero completed, and that for the Man- 20. The dates of primaries
the corporations and I am bear- and
county, to wage a campaign, solely ami wholly because it is inter zano, in New Mexico, which was conventions are
lily in favor of a thorough examsame
the
for
iiasebnll Tournament
1IMI8,
thoroughly
ested in the welfare of our people? Has the Journal ever before estimated in
ination into the freight rates
Albuquerque, N. M., July 27 conducted so distant a campaign in the interest of good govern- revised. During the winter of both parties.
irged by the railroads within Arrangements for a big baseball
There was no attempt on the
we might possibly be justified in believing that the 1910 and 1011 undoubtedly the
Territory, and based upon tournament for the thirtieth ment, so that
part of either committee to make
in good faith? And if the Journal were unoctawna tehee ami ucaia, ini
h examination,
legislation Annual New Mexico Fair are now Journal is now acting
a ticket or to "fix" a slate.
The
ami sincere, ami actuated by the sort of motives governing Florida, and the Arkansas and
committeemen
inch will correct the out ragOOOl off with a swing that assures the honest
realized
that
the
the policy of a clean newspaper, could it not have found a btf( JUld Ozark, in Arkansas, can be candidates should be named by
of
u, equalities and
s
Southwestern fan- BOOM of the ofuStfuhttU in which to labor, a little nearer home than Otero county? finished.
Thus, it is likely
such rates as are now in many cias-iesport ever sritn eased
19UI all saw timber in a convention of delegates with
by
that
The burden of the Journal's tirade relates to the passage of
instance! charged the people of from the grandstand on the Alwhich comprises the every voting precinct representHaw kins Kailroatl Bill. It is no part of our intention to make District
the
lie Territory.
ed by its full quota. The two
win-Mbuquerque diamond The
Southa defense of the bill, because it is not really pertinent. It wa9 forests of the South ami
conventions were set for the same
I am in favor of the adoption
of Qrtt, second, and third
a
i
passetl in open session of the legislative assembly of New Mexico: west, will be cruised ami mapped lay in oruer to allow
New
of
the selecwithin the Territory
place will be awarded prizes,
in open session of congress ; it is open history. But so that purchasers can negotiate tion of a joint ticket,
repealed
was
it
if the repMexico of the present Act of
of 11000, (400, ami
what relation does the Hawkins Bill bear to the election of the sales promptly and the Govern- resentatives of the ieople, duly
measure,
"tigress, ora similar
S0O, and the cash inducement
county delegates to the constitutional convention? Mr. ment will know just what timber authorized, so desire. The party
its raferoMt to the recovery is thus sufficient to briug to Al Otero
Hawkins is not now, and will not be. a candidate in this election! should be solíl first and
leaders in Alamogordo never
ul damages by railroad employes I buqnera.oc some pretty fast ma- it can safely dispose of.
: Itst week" an oiler was mule to
history
Now
for
the
"inside"
have done anything further than
om-j u.riui
und others against railroad i
from the Southw estern
be
county,
to
used
quantities,
generous
in
money
into
Otero
send
make suggestions and tentative
(towns. President J. H. O'Hielly,
lnÍM.
Denver Post Refunds
Fall
Judge
unequi
the
nomination.
This
for
to
defeat
offers.
They fully appreciated
let V. H. Andrew- - state hi- - of the Fair, has appointetl Wil- - vocal offer was made twice to one man in Otero county. It was G. J. Woltinger, president of
they
that
were not authorized to
ition upon thee matters, not! Ham A. Keleher as Baperleten-- I
way,
Finding
guarded
in
more
to
others.
or
a
tentative,
made
Men's
Club,
the
Alamo
Business
for
act
the whole people of the
through the columns of the Al- - dent of the baseball tournament,!
:,
.I
...
.1
.
i
i
i
n,
,mM
from
has
uu.
Denver
the
received
county,
ami they simply were
buquerque Journal under the and Mr. Keleher has taken hold umi imMr
or ioreign powers wnicn uesireu me
county,
Post
to
cover
a
check
the
trie
trying
to
amount
Utero
ouisme
get at the sentiment
made
the
toiirna
of "special correspondence vigorously to
of Judge Fall, were necessarily compelled to look elsewhere collected some months ago by prevailing. The delegates
asfrom Alamogordo." but over his moni a winner.
through
which to conduct the fight. Is it not a representative of the Post, M sembled in convention will desome
medium
for
fun,
and
He is an enthusiastic
Mgnature.
potted on the sport, and is possible that the powers which tried to send money into Otero the representation that the Post cide the matter, and their deciwell
Respectfully.
are the same powers which are now behind would run a big ad for Alamo- - sion will be passed upon by the
already lining up a speedy pro county to defeat Fall,
e Journal s vicious and unparalleled attack? No great stretch of gordo ami Otero county.
Ai.rkrt B. tkit
The individual voters.
gram. It is wedl to remember
to
he
would
required
imagination
to
believe
Post
comply
willing
the
this.
with
is
that all entries for the tournaNational Apple Show
The Journal has mailed copies of the papers containing the at- - its part of the contract by pub-tacGood Band Concert
ment, which is to be played un
T he
to everylmdy in Otero county, as nearly as it could. People lishing the ad, or to let the peo- - The band concert given in
third National Apple Show der national Hague rules, must
Inch will be held in Spokane, be m tj,e heads of Manager Kel-- in Alamogordo who never before heard of the paper have received pie of Alamogordo have their Alameda Park last Sunday afterNovember 14 to 1 and Chicago e,(r ,
later than octolier 1st. copies, r.erj ponuiiiice in me couiuy nas oeen lavoreti wiin me money, i ne people who con noon was not so largely attended
November 28 to UtMBIMf 4, will There will Ik- - no entrance fee papers Hi big bundles. On the face of it, does this appear to be trihuted to the advertising fund as the one of the previous Sundistribute many thousands of and clubs are eligible from all the disinterested work of a reputable newspaper? Does the lour-- will probably get together and day, but it was enjoyed even
PrfcCl,ce
Keeping a "si or the voters ami citizens oí deride which course they prefer more. Thirteen pieces comprisdollars in cash prizes. One of towns in New Mexico and from nt' mKe
'be attractive and interesting Amarillo and El Paso, Texas, and(every county in New Mexico? Who paid for the enormous number to take.
ed the hand last Sunday, and
I' atures of the show this year Trinidad, Colorado, and Arizona. of the papers which the Journal distributed broadcast throughout
their music making showed a
Otero county? These are questions which will naturally occur to
n ill be an apple packing school.
Roswell is beginning an active marked
improvement. There
R. R. Pratt, superintendent the voters of this county. And the questions will be answered ac- and progressive crusade or move- seems to be more enthusiasm
Mure than a million and a half
pples were exhibited at the last of the New Mexico Institute for cording to the evidence.
ment for the enforcement of bet- now than ever before, and conThe people of Otero county need no enlightment as to Judge ter sanitary conditions and reshow. These apples, allowing the Blind, returned Sunday aftinued improvement is expected.
an average diameter of three in- ternoon from his vacation which Fall's career. They are familiar with hi record. It is on account gulations. The present moveches, would have formed a line was spent with his mother, at
ment is most especially directed
Q. E. Moffett came in
(continued on editorial column)
Clayton, Delaware.
"ixty miles in length.
against the house fly.
for a visit of a day or to.
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TO HOLD MOISTURE

Lover's
Trials
Rv II

UK LI

I

VfA
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Gives Best Results.

journs

Inmí

to Myth! ba Mttr
ggfjr
nei him and them, a
ue whom he did not like; eertainly liis lnit friends often wrre
the victims of his most merciless jokes. WsMtkSl verbal or

SUctktl.
Ir i nuii'h upon this principle that tha world man;.,- -'
proverbial love for lovers by laughing at them, srcl tl ere
it nothing which is nwre a to,k subject for jst trmn the
onlfal of "asking papn." For it is nn OKSral and runny a man
iMM courage undaunted stands the shock of battle or rides triumphant
tknogh nene trying crises, finds himself trembling, weak kneed and
awkwardly ) Inndering out to the parent of the girl whom lie loves his
It is hard enough to ask herself, even
Mgjgggfl fat !ave to marry her.
though nowadavs there is a general impression that the woman, if willing,
understands how to, and does, make it easy for the man. But a prospecand. supposedly having
usually is forbidding oí as
tive father-in-lait in his power to fMMk the "prospect." is by many times more terrifying
than any other person whom the average man is likely ever to intcrv.ew.
The doctrine of individuality has been far too well learned by the
daaMt) of today to admit the
drastic treatment to be potent.
Tin modi rn father is practical enough to understand that he does not
hold the situation in the hollow of his hand, as did the paternal parent
of the past and knows that with a girl of the period to deal with he neither can enshrine her beyond the reach of men. nor, should she desire to
marry a wooer, can he compel her to say hirn nay.
it

er

er

;oldenrod.

Exiles

lawttta

India-censadl- e
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"
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,

........

fi
ln
dlfficu"
'r
a limit to our power to adapt crops.
or to our ability to create new and de
sii able (arms, says H C. Maffum In
What has already
Desert Ffcnaer,
beB accomplished In plant Improvement will be realized 'piickly, others
will lake a long period of time
Th.- story of the changes which
have been made in plants through domestication la like a fairy tale.
From an annual weed growing on salt
sea marshes came our highly developed sugar beet, simply by cultivation
and selection.
From another weed,
one of the common
mustards, has
come th turnip, radish, rape, kale.
kohlrabi, brusaela sprouts, cabbage,
iroc( .t)ii and cauliflower.
This Mus-.hnation Is probably the most remark
able one of variation of any single
form of plant life. We now have civilized barleys which are as bald as
our most strenuous thinkers. We have
roses without thorns, fruits without
seeds, and even onions without smell.
What it has taken centuries to do

r

In reply to the inquiry of a hay-fevsufferer in regard to the time he may safely
return after being away to an immune
region, 1 would say that this time is never
Cases that begin about Au- a filed date.
,
s
a.
n. uue
i .10- are jreneraiiv
to racweea or

hich the

sj

cul-ivat-

It is not pleasiuit for a man to have to recognize
tha fact that he is regarded with suspicion by the
father and mother of the girl whom he loves. If the
man did but know it, reluctance upon the part of a
woman's relatives to give her up is a strong testimonial to her value. Parents who love their daughter
consider it their bounden duty to exercise wise forethought before entrusting her to a comparative stranger and such a one has no cause to object to being
closely questioned before he is welcomed into the
family.

Hay-Fev-

Man'-- ii

-

1

tmmt

mint of dry fanning depends arc some
moisture, suitable soil, a successful
or aliUbt
tem ami adapted
Wa must have moisture and
CfWfia
MSWSCWa It; w
must have plant and
tiow them, and It Is worse than ue-Sn'
Any
raise unprofitable crops
one of these factors Is as
us any other, but pernaps
th- - greatest
opportunity for the
and succpss of any kind
ol tnrtnlna comes from the science of
plant breeding.
Th, re are known limitations to the
amount of moisture that may te conserved, there la a fixed number of
vari. Mes aj farm crops t rum which to

Ground Free From Woods
Mulch of Dry Earth
Natural Vesture Can Bo
Contorvod.
,
j
More harrowing and less water on
the land will produce the bent reaults
In upland
Thinning the
orchards
fruit to secure uniformity In size and
to pr. vent m r production, thua assuring crop yearly. Is also essential.
wr;t.
Trot
Crus L Smith, Inatl-hal- t
kaStaWW of Kastern Washington,
n Cab Mtl Knilt OffVWIf My keeping
the ground free from weds and har
w
B
w,, k during the prowon,.01 season, thus making a mulch of
th" dry surface earth, the natural
Iture can be conserved sufficiently
o Ktc.-fruit that will command the
beat markets.
Is a favorable one
When th.gr.-a- '
v
port ntage ,rf large apples
Mj ba gtuwi w:th little cultivation,
in the grower who neglects to
well every year will often fail
'.o secure marketable fruit during the
very seasons when prices are the
Th, most successful orchard
jest.
'sts are those who give thorough cul
livatlon each and every year.
Last season was the dryest for
iiany years, and yet wherever the culivation was tnorougn anu intelligent
results w ere satisfactory, in fact,
;he size and quality were without ex
ception a fair index of the method
tnd the thoroughness of cultivation
In one orchard 16 years old we secured more than M per cent, of four-.ieapples of such varieties as Baldwin. tireenlng. Spitzburg and Hen
This orchard was plowed
early in April
The plowing was done
ieep in the center of the rows, eight
to ten Inches, and four to five Inches
The ground Im:lose to the trees.
mediately around the trees was then
lug over with a mattock, then disked
:rosswige of the plowing twice, then
run over with a clod crusher, then
harrowed
Afterward It was narrowed every week from May 1 to
August 15. altogether making 19 cultivations at an expense of $6.50 an
sere for man and team and two dolars for hand work, or a total of 18.50
in aere.
While this might seem somewhat
expensive and intensive, the results
than justified the economy of
'.he continual cultivation, as ln an- Mher orchard where all the conditions
were the same and the cultivation!
was the same except one disking and
.hree harrowings were omitted, saving
$1 "0 in expense, there
was a difference of more than $50 an acre in the
value of the fruit.
Another orchard
it the sann age, the same varieties,
he sanie Mil, was disked twice and
harrowed twice and produced only
:en per cent, of marketable fruit.
The soil from October to April
should be rough and loose to catch
nd hold the moisture: from April to'
maintain continuously a tine
'Just mulch over the entire surface.
If this is done there will be no weeds,
nor any unnecessary loss of moisture.
Less than ten per cent, of the orchards are as well cultivated as 'hey
and

I

Return
Dates for

Th
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Harrowing and Less Water

More

I

I

Development Ocptndi on Moisture,
Suitable Soil. Successful Syttom
" Adaptable crops.
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0ITTINO RICH RAPIDLY ENOUGH
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DRY
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short number of years.
It may be said that we have only
Just begun to breed plants scientifically
Enough has been done to show,
not only the possibilities, but some
of the certainties of plant breeding
It Is as positive a science as mathe- -

matcs

THE

KING'S SALARY

George

Gets $2.353.000 for
Annual Expenses.

In

V.

Addition His Queen, the Princes
and Princesses of Royal Family
Are Liberally Supplied With
Pm Money.

The king of England and
London
the president of the Fnlted S'atesaro
alike lu one respect they are both
dependent on tlielr respective peoples
for SkafS salary and allowances, the
purse strlncs b'ing held by parlia
mint In one case and by congress In
tne eon,
The nothods of dolus
flings differ In the two countries, but
they amount to the same in the end.
But
and the people foot the bills.
kings raajl much more than BOOai
Some people thought It a
dents
"blir raise" sin n the president's sal
átl.'"K)
to
arv was Increased from
yea
175,000 a year, with 128,008
for traveling expenses, but the Ilrlt-Isking and royal family cost a k m4
man times as much.
At the beginning of exery reign an
annual sum is settled on the king by
parliament and In addition allowances are made for each member of
his family and for all the expenses
pertaining to the royal household and
to maintaining the honor and dignity
of the crown, t'nder the Urltish sys

-

these expenditures constitute
"the civil list" an.l the account is
kept separate from the ordinary expenses of the government. Formerly
certain sources of revenue, called
"hereditary revenues" were settled
on the crown, out of which not only
the royal expenditures proper, but
the expenses of the civil service, everything except the army and navy,
were to be paid.
Under this system
the king could use the revenues as
he llke.l and if he saved anything it
went to swell his private purse,
while if he ran in debt or created a
deficit parliament paid It. The accu
BUlated debt at the end of a reign
sometimes amounted to many millions

led

j

bet-thei-

I
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-
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for Those
Who Are
Climbing

w--

'
I

land?"
"Ain't Alfred Austin Just as likely
as not to writs a poem on the occasion
of Roosevelt's visit?"
TAKE A FOOT BATH
dlssolvins on or two Allen's Foot-Tu(Antiseptic tallta fur the
in the water It will take out 11 sorenes,
remove foot
martina and tendernt-si- .
oiL.rs and fre.!'.en the feet. Allen's
and
Instantly rellave warin-switlng or In flamed feet and hot nervnight
Then for
ousness of the feet at
Comfort throughout the ,1ay shake Allen's
Foot-Es- s
the antiseptic powder Into your
Bhosa Sold everywhere Br. Avoid substitutes Simples of Allen's Koot-T.mailed FREE or our regular size sent bv
AUtn U. olnii'.-Ball for $Sc. Addr.-sURoy, N. V.

Aftr

com-tatoe- s

t,

foot-bat-

Foot-Tub-

g
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it
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chick-Dctobe-

with-preven-

"DontV

Horrible Thoujht.
"Hut why do you think we are In
Imminent danger of a war with Eng-

poultry notes.

patient wi'h everyone, but above
I mean, do not
because of your Imperfections, and always rise bravely from a
Fran, is de Sales.
fall
He

all with yourself.

King George

s

Cases of
Tobacco
Heart

a

He Gets "Commercial Extra."
"
"Don't you touch that sprig of
commanded Mrs. Heckpen.
Why not?" asked Mr. Heckpen.
"Ain't it good?"
"Good? Certainly it's good It's the
best there Is. I'm keeping that for the
canary."
a

'

-

owna

Face Covered with Plmplea
"I congratulate Cuticura upon my
speedy recovery from pimples which
covered my face. I used Cuticura Soap.
Ointment and Resolvent for ten day
and my face cleared and I am perfectI
ly well
had tried doctors for several months but got no resulta. Win J
Sadller. 1014 Susquehanna Ave.. Philadelphia. May 1. 1909."

fea-tor- e

I

He

"Cattcvra did wonders for me. For
twenty five years I suffered agony
from a terrible humor, completely covering my head, neck and shoulders, so
even to my wife, I became an object
of dread At large expense I consulted the most able doctors far and near
Their treatment waa of no avail, nor
Hospital, during;
was that of the
six months' efforts. I suffered oo
and concluded there was no help for
me this side of the grave. Then I
heard of some one who bad been cured
by Cuticura Remedies and thought
that a trial could do no harm. In a
surprisingly short time I waa com
pletely cured 3. P. Keyea, 147 Con
giess St , Moston, Mass.. Oct. 12, '09 ."

-
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25 YEARS

HUMOR

SKIN

We have much to do to develop of dollars.
The present system of making
suitable varieties for dry farming. We
have already learned something of the what might be called specific approvalue of drought resistance and also priations for the crown dates from
of the necessity
of securing other
auaatle8 whlch make plant9 more
nar(jy more persistent and more productive. That we will be able to
overcome certain objectionable
tures ln plantó Is positively certain.

The sufferers go away to escape the parHens need green food and plenty
ticular pollen which poisons, owing to cerof It.
When a hen Is ln full laying her
tain diseased nasal condition. As long as
comb is full and bright red.
this condition is allowed to exist this polAppetites must be studied. Fowls
Br EMMET L. SMITH. M.D.
len continues to be poisonous until killed
differ ln this as much as do human
by frost.
It is generally safe to return
beings.
To endeavor to keep a flock on a
after the first or second frost. People
"'"Rle-graidiet will soon breed all
having hay fever complicated with asthma must be even more careful.
Ports of tro"uleThe date as to when they may safely return therefore depends upon
r
Before ne attempts to raise
ens ln a brooder he should take les- the date of the first killing frost, generally September 15 to 30, but this
sons from the mother hen
date often varies one month. Thus patients living near Indianapolis, ChiThe beginner should spend a year
cago and Milwaukee may safely return at different dates, provided the
or more in the care of poultry before
dates of the killing frosts are different
he can hope to be a learned poultry
raiser
should
be
well
work
careful
as adults
Children as
and not play or
should be.
There are almost as many ways and
.near the ragweed or goldenrod during the pollen stage.
When the soil indines to run to- - methods of feeding ami caring as
Certain nasal diseases have been quite prevalent during the past
gether when wet and bake hard when 'aere are localities where turkeys are
which predispose to the condition known as hay fever. This will it lacks humas, if barnyard manure is grown.
available i: is the best and readiest
For stamina ln the Offspring, and
6tart many new cases, which could be avoided.
means ot supplying the humus or or- - especially in market poultry culture it
ganic matter to the. soil.
The l,et Is best to introduce new blood every
DM thod
of applying this Is by
top year or two.
"Tobacco heart" is not piren as the dresMiig dunnj; the winter season. If
Probably ln no line of general or
lues of death in any case, nor are phyii the manure is not available use a special farming is the working equivacover crop, preferably vetch and win- lent so poor as In the uverag" han- iaOl requited to report the disease to the
ter wheat
When this is done the dllne of poultry
health department.
spring plowing can safely be delayed
No matter how small the birds may
I
have found a prest many cases of until the nrst w eek In May. but not be. they should have access to some
later unless it should be a cold, wet Wnd of grt. Th(,y w,u L,.Rm to ,,lck
'"tobacco heart" in my own private prac- season.
Turn under the cover crop at It after they are a dv old.
tise and there is little doubt but what we B00d sad de. ,, and immediately rat
njnJ(,rg
Jhm ,g noth)ng whk.h
or three times, Rrow(h
call "tobacco heart" is not confined to men torn with s dial tw
of tne IlouIK ,,.,. tnan
then
harrow
continuously every
whlch ,ncrea,e verv rap(llv
who use tobacco to excess.
A similar affecweek until August IS.
irkeo the poulu are conlined to small
tion comes from drinking too much ccfee
W hen a rover
crop la to be used, areas.
By DR. JAMES BOSLET
s,. d it at the last cultivation as m ar
or tea or indulging in other excesses.
Commissioner ol Health
one of the most difficult proposl
10 the middle of August us practi-Baltimore, Md.
I have never believed, and don't believe
,lons In feeding young chicks is to
B"
know how to place the feed before
now, that the moderate use of tobacco, oof.
To secure fruit uniform in size, to them so they can partake of it
t
fee or tea i harmful to the extent that any
overbearing and to obtain an- - lout soiling It.
nual crops, it is necessary to thin the
of them cause disease. A great many persons use these things to cv
In buying stock either pullets or
(ruli radically
it is better to hire I yeewtaag hens should be selected
then
are not affected in any way.
and
,
son..
ue to do this by the day or
It Is Intended to early Incubate
That is because they are not susceptible to the influences that work hour Few men gave the time to thin Where
r
the eggs yearling hens would be
own fruit as it o ,gut to be done. ter than pullets.
harm in others.
If the pruning has been properly done
Old and young eMakeSM to be sold
It is the same way in every other disease some persons are highly and th. r i it spurs are
properly dls-- for market purposes will bring much
susceptible, while others are not.
till, ut. d over the entire tree, then more If they are confined in close
A "foliáceo heart" will put the person m inch a condition that he tunned so the apple
will not touch quarter for a week or more and fed
cannot withstand the attacks of certain Other disease; hence death follows. sack other, there will be as many heavily during the time
lefl as the tree ought to carry.
The
Equipment for stOBOSlf caring for
iruit will be iargei, better matured, chlcka pays in a very large way This
nu n.utn more unilorm than when ai- may consist of brooders, coops, drink
Don't smile at another man's fui! tire. lowed to uro lu clusters.
ing vessels, chick feeding coops and
You never know when
numerous other things lor the best
;r own is coming.
welfare of the young of the flock
Don't shirk your duty. Conscience is
Success of Dry Farming.
With good equipment
The ultimate success of dry farming may Ue made a good poultry keeping
a splendid defective and is sure to find you
success
depends as much on adapting , top
out.
plants to dry farm n Irontuents as It
Rotten Manure.
Don't put off the th.ngs that can be doe to any other factor. The fact
Farmers often lack the proper
done at once. Work that ii put off is usu- that dry farming has succeeded aa
well as It haa with only such cropa amount of rotten manure for melons
ally half done.
as hate been available, Is one of the and cucumbers. Hy stacking several
Don't tell a man what you ran do; talk- greatest argumenta for future greater loads a year In advance of planting
ing takes time. The quickest way is to auccess. when we shall have had a there would be no trouble from this
few years In which to adapt our own source. Cucurbits planted In rather
do it.
varieties to the climate and soli of thin soils are greatly benefited by th
By JOHN TIAINKI
uae of rotten manure applied In the
Don't be unwilling to share your money the
or furrow.
hill
with your wife. She it a full partner in
the business and not the company.
Wheat In Germany.
Nitrogen for Cabbage.
Oermany, on her soil, thin by naDon't say you can't until you hare tried. You can even have more
Nitrogen in by tar the most Impor
ture, produced last year 2 bushels of tant element in producing a crop of
ability than you imagined.
winter wheat to the acre, while
cabbage. It should be quickly avail
Don't forget that drones need complimenta to get on, men of talent spring wheat went a little above her
35 able.
Top dreaalng with nitrate of
like them, but men of genius are too busy working to gire thought ta bushels
Oats yielded 59 bushels, po-- soda Is becoming more and more
j
204
Try It oo the early crop.
aaon
(raise or censure.

Many

"He doesn't believe
"He doesn't need to
maimer resort hotel."

A tern jacket Is soon mended; but
bard words bruise the heart of a

V.

the reign of OOOTgC III when the national debt was so enormously in
creased by the American war that
the people ,i..mand". reform, espe
clallv in the abuses of the civil list,
and in the practise of conferring llf
In ITS
Pensiona on royal favorites
parliament passed a civil list act
many useless offices, reducing
the pension list and providing
for
closer supervision of the royal expenditure
At the beginning of Que, ri Victoria's reign the annual gran's for the
crown
fixed and sums voted as
follows
Privy purse. 200,000; sala
ríes of household. Sft50,200; expenses
of household. $802.50'); roval bounty.
ICO.noO;
contingent.
40,000;
total.
tlelW,Sgg,
In
addition the queen
might grant Ufa pensions not to exceed $0.000 a year In anv case, to
persons
whom she might consider
worthy, provide.!
that all pensions
granted should be
to parliament by the twenty ninth of July
each year
On the aceesnion of King Edward
VII. 1901
it boca BIS necessary to
readjust tka lvil 1st and a committee was appointed to Investigate and
re)srt on the subject The committee reaartad a bill which was passed
hsCrSSSlnS
'he annual appropriation
for the civil list from $1.92.r,.orM) to
ISJM.See, dlstrihute,
as follows:
Their majesties- privy purse. $550.
000. second class salaries of royal
household. $029.000; third class expenses of royal household. $905 000;
repair an. i decoration of royal Ml
aces. $100,000; royal bounty and alms,
$ii, nno. contingent. $40.o0f. In addition parliament granted an annual allowance of $100.000 to the prince of
Wales, $50.000 to his wife and $40.000
each to the king's three daughters
and other special grants.
By the
death of King Edward queen Alexandra cornea Into a life pension of nsn
000 a year and all of the surviving
children of yu..
Victoria continue
to draw life pensions.
It Is not likely there wilt be any
material reduction In the civil Mat
granted George V from that of King
Edward, which totaled $2..750.0O0 a
year. Compared with this the preal
dent's aalary of $75.000 a year with
116.000 for traveling etpensei doee
aot seem excessive.

child
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All Dealers

Baker Wheeler Mfg. Co., Dallas. Tex.
PREVENTION
better than curs. Tsstt's Pflis If take rs tless
nut sol y curs, hut w ul prevent
SICK HEADACHE,
bJUousnes. oasstlpsUsS) ssvS S (oared dlMSses.
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Factory distributors for Stale of Oklsboensv
Write us for information.
It will pay jroo
So get our prices.
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INDIAN

MASSACRE

FFllEN

Cel. Warner Lewis of Missouri Only
Survivor of Butchery by

Otages

In '63.
n

Punishing Wife Deserters in Nation's

Experience under
WXflHINOTON
desertion and
law In Washington has proved
that It Is possible, to bring deserting
husbands to time and make them support their families, however much
thev may want to skip out and leave
wives and children to ahlft for them-- ;

a"'1'"

Punishment In Itself profits nobody
The law alms not to punish but to se
f;re support. The man decides
whether he will work in confinement
af nut of It, and Judge William II. De
l.ary of the Juvenile court sees that he
m work In one way If he will not In
the other.
When a man brought up for non
support promises to furnish It he Is
pot on probation, and ordered to pay
n specified amount of his wages each
!

Saturday night at
nearest bis home.
the money over to
and then the wife

the police station
The sergeant turns
the Juvenile court,
gata It in full on

Col. Roosevelt in

Capital

Monday morning, her pay day. The
money Is pretty safa here, and the
plan heads off many a Saturday night
spree. The man la kept at work,
which Is a mighty good thing of Itself,
and the family Is kept together.
Men who are not willing to furnleh
support under this arrangement and
those who default In payment or de-- :
sert a second time are promptly aent
to the workhouse.
There they are
made up Into ganga and put to work
In Rock Creek park, where Mr. Roose-- I
velt when president used to take his
afternoon gallop
They have a hard
dav s work in th.
.ir .nk
food, nnd for this the law requires the
government to pay 50 cents a day to
the wives, as for any government em
ploye The work In the nark would
cost II 50 a day If not done by prisoners, so one dollar Is left to pay for
boarding and guarding the men, after
the wages have been taken out Congress appropriates 12,000 a year for
this purpose.
Judge DeLacy's execution of the law
Is effective because It Is certain. Family desertion Is a misdemeanor or a
felony In almost every state and la
punishable with hard labor In many.
Hut to punish the man In Jail the Judge
must also punish his wife and children
by cutting off his wages.

a New Dog Story
of

times recently, when
4QKVERAL
D the name of the American
has been mentioned. I have been asked: 'You've
;ird the dog story, of course V " gays
J
Mitchell Chappie in the National

t'

lunulas.

like to hear all the variations on
so I asked, 'Which dog

t-

ri

tory f

That one, you know, that "Huffalo

Roosevelt hunting
It seems that he
bll la man and a dog. but neither
I med to be very successful In
bin the desired bear. At last he
11
iitlence
and inquired: "Isn't
there a good dog to be had in this
country?"
" 'Oh, yes
Smith down below here
pes tha. best bear dog in the mountains.'
Well, go down and get him,' urged
the presidential hunter. 'Let's see If
we can't have some sport with a bear.'
Smith won't hire bis dog.'
Tell Smith to come along and Join
U
arty for hire or on any terms he
'
Ilk
The story runs that the guide
arted and returned with a report
Í

tells about

bean

In Colorado.

get-tin-

1

;

Mr. Roosevelt's lmDa- tlence took on a tinge of vexation, and
he went himself to secure the adamantine Smith and his valuable dog.
" This is Mr. Smith. I understand
you have a fine bear dog. Mr Smith?'
" 'None better in the Rockies,' was
the assurance.
" 'Can't I hire him or buy hlmT
" Ha ain't for hire and I wouldn't
sell that dog for no price you could
offer.'
" 'Well, won't you come
with the
dog allow me to hire both you and
the dog?'
" 'No, I ain't hirin' out now. I got
to go after bacon and flour and some
more things my folks wants for the
house.'
"Report has It that President Roosevelt felt a trifle nettled at the man's
obstinacy.
" 'Look here,' he said, 'do you know
who

I

am?'

" 'No,

odds?'

I

don't

know

what's

the

" 'I am Theodore Roosevelt, president of the I'nlted States.' A pause to
await the desired effect and yielding.

"Smith dexterously deposited some
tobacco Juice on the ground Just
beyond the president's nearest hunting
boot
" Well,' he said, slowly, 'I don't
care If you are liooker T. Washington,
you can't hire my dog.'
"And all the little Innocent bears
went to bed happy that night, glad
they bad escaped Smith's dog."

Senate "Chair" Calk Himself to Order
ator

r

rilé

;

BJ

JLL

suite against all the rules of
In the
11 ' i States senate, even with the
little bit of an ivory cube which the
I n lldBt of the senate
once In awhile
I
he8 gently upon the marble desk
to 'all the attention of the senators to
mm little thing.
Senator Charlea Curtis of Kansas.
the only aboriginal American whoever
at in a senatorial chair, was presiding
in the senate the other day. having
graduated over there from the house.
As is well known, the gavela on the
I
iker's desk In the house do not laat
very long. One seaslon usually splinters them. Even If they were made of
cast iron they would wear out. and on
awBSttf Curtis' presiding hangs a
IS

I

'HTlety to make a noise

Ule.

Senator Bacon of Oeorgta. grave,
and somewhat dictatorial.
trying to address the senate.
Henator Dillingham of Vermont, who
had the bill In charge upon which Sen

dignified

Hacon was going to speak, was
engaged in conversation with his colleagues. Senator Kean of New Jersey
was also talking to Senator Warren of
Wyoming.
Senator Paeon wanted to
get the attention of the senator from
Vermont before speaking on his bill,
and hesitated a moment, which Senator Curtis took as a sign for him to
get busy. So be began pounding that
little marble cube until the senate
chamber fairly rang. Py the time he
had worn off a little sharp edge the
senator from Vermont sat up and took
notice, and Senator Kean of New Jersey woke up and returned to bta seat.
Finally Senator Paeon, who was getting pretty hot under the collar and
pretty red In the neck and face, managed to make bis voice beard. "Mr.
President." he said, "I did not seek
the attention of the senator from New
Jersey
When you had secured the
attention of the senator from Vermont
I was satisfied
and was ready to proceed, but you kept on banging the
gavel so tbst It was Impossible for
me to begin. I now yield the floor."
Senator Curtis, who Is nothing If not
polite, with a merry twinkle In his
black eyes, apologised for his undue
exertions with the Ivory cube, and
said: "The chair will now come to
order. The senator from Oeorgta U
recognised.

Montgonnry rity. Mo - Through a
mere incident It develops that t'ol.
Warner I.els, prominent attorney
of this city, father of Robert lwls.
Republican candidate for governor In
!., Is the erstwhile ' unknown" confederate soldier who escaped tha
bloody conflict with the Osage Indians In IS63. In that flght 16 comrades were killed, scalped and their
heads cut off.
There were only 18 In the company
and It was thought that all were
killed, hut there were two survivors.
Colonel Lewis and John
who
met death shortly after his escape.
Colonel Lewis gives the following
account of the battle:
"Yes, It Is true that I am the only
survivor of that awful battle. I have

xv

is?

áBINET

cloud.

the moving. mass which created
this excitement excitement within
H as without the hotel
proved
a flock of swallows gone astray
Ihi Ir aerial flight.
Within the hotel
I Of trouble and inconvenience
experienced, for many of the
Bow In through
taw open win

And
'

l
'

PREVENTED
ByLydtaEPfnkhaiDsVer

IH not the thine you do dear.
THK
'onom of nature
It's the thing you leave unnothing Is lost The InId
of an orpg- - may vVht.h glveg youdone Wt
a
of heartache.
refreal ..n man. while the outMe of
At las netting of the sun.
tha iam fruit muy serve at medium for
The
word
forgotten.
tender
tha broking of another man Ih
The letter you did not wrlta.
Ti e lewer yes might hava sent. dear.
Ara your haunting ghosta tonight.
Dainties for June Weddings.
Nowadays the various pre nuptial
Canning Strawberries.
entertainments are a very Important
The queen of berries should be hanfeature of the last weeks before the
dled carefully. When picked from
wedding
A delirious sauce for a vanilla lee one's own garden with care, they need
cream may be made as follows: Chop not be washed, but this will not apply
the ginger from a pint Jar of Canton to those which come from the city
ginger in small pieces, add the Juice markets when we think of the bands
of an orange and
tablespoonful of and clouds of dust through which they
lemon jiire. together with the sirup have passed we are willing to lose a
little of the flavor to be sure they are
from th" ginger Jar.
A nir.. luncheon dish for a small well cleansed. They should never bo
party is creamed mushrooms, or left standing In a pan of water In a
sweetbreads, or chicken, served In warm room, or put Into a colander
croustades. These may be easily made where the sand washes down to the
by curing off the tops of rolls, re- bottom layer. Drop a few at a tfm
moving the centers, then filling with Into a pan of cold water, quickly rethe creamed mixture. Croustades are move and drain. The sand will drop
made of stale bread, which are very to tne bottom of the pan. More solid
dainty. Cut slices two and a half berries can be handled less carefully.
blackberries
and
Inches thick, remove the crust, then j DUt raspberries,
leaving a
margin all around, j strawberries need careful handling,
Granite ware or agate are best for
cut down to half an Inch from the bot- torn, and scrape out the crumbs in the use In preserving. Most fruits keep
center. Hrush with melted butter and shape and color better If cooked In a
brown in the ov"en. Just before fill- thick sirup. Watery fruits are Iming them dip the rims in the beaten proved by the addition of a little gelawhite of an egg, then In chopped pars- tine which Is much preferred to too
Col. Warner Lewi.
ley. This gives them a pretty fringe much sugar.
Drop the berries Into a heavy sirup
Just told a few friends of my remark- of green. Sandwiches are always In
able experience and escape, but It has favor. A sweet one is prepared with of sugar and water, let them thoroughnot reached the public until now, grated maple sugar, chopped nuts and ly scald, then fill the cans with th
nearly a half century after.
a little cream. A crisp, appetizing fruit, filling to overflowing with the
"The story conies to the surface sandwich is made by adding a slice or sirup.
through a magazine article published two of cucumber to the bread and butIn general, moderate heat In cookin Oklahoma, which It seems is gathter sandwich. Chopped olives mako ing Is best, for it Is more like the
ered from some Indians who have another good filling.
natural ripening process, the flavor,
shape and color are thus best preheard of the massacre. This magazine story, telling of the death of
served.
Brains Saute.
When Jam Is liked, use equal parts
these confederates, says:
fry
Into
Bread
and
as
above;
stir
" 'Down on
the sandbar in the the remaining fat a tablespoon of by weight of strawberries and sugar;
Osage country In a space of some
Jam the berries and stir in the sugar.
four rods square, were found the al- flour and brown. Add a pint of hot Let stand over night, stirring occaand two tablespoons of catsup. sionally to
water
most nude bodies of the dead condissolve the sugar. In the
genmorning, can cold. Be sure that the
federates. Their heads, besides be- Put 15the brains back and simmer
minutes. Serve in a border of cans are well
ing scalped, had been, according to tly
sterilized by heat, then
cool In the Ice box before filling. The
the Osage custom, severed from their rice.
bodies.
berries canned this way are perfectly
Afterward their heads were
Ham Rechauffe.
all collected, some being at a condelicious to use as a conserve for ice
Butter individual custard cups, fill creams and desserts
siderable distance from their remains,
They will keep
full of minced ham that all winter If put In a cool, dark place
and, being placed with their bodies,
has been heated In a cream sauce, where the temperature is constant.
they were all burled.'
"Leading from these dead bodies break an egg Info each cup, sprinkle Currants, cherries, raspberries and all
were the foottracks of two men walk- with well buttered crumbs and bake fruit? that can be Jammed and well
ing side by side and close together, until the egg Is set. Other meats may mixed with sugar keep nicely
this
way.
as if nne might have been supporting be used the same way.
the other. It Is probable that these
two men were shot while In the water attempting to cross a stream near
by anil it is also probable that they
made good their escape."
UiJT wealth may he replaced
"You see, this magazine writer
HE man who rises early may
by Industry, lost knowl
comes pretty near guessing correctly
Inrreaae his bin and
by
study.
edge
lost
tore;
when he says that it Is possible that health by medicine, but lost time Is gone
But goodnena-ho- w
ha gets
himself
two of this fatal company made their forever."
deaplatd by the folks next door."
escape. Myself and John Lafferty
"It Is the people who llva In It who furwere the lucky ones, but Lafferty
Doing First Things First.
nish a houie." Bishop Warren.
was killed before the war closed."
doare
us
who
enjoy
none
There
of
ing hard things very often; but in all
Something New.
BARNES, CHICAGO CAPITALIST housekeeping there Is much that Is
How often we hear the housekeephard and some things unpleasant.
er say: "If It wasn't for the everlastA good rule to follow In doing our
Head of Illinois Voters' League, Who
ing three meals a day I could accomwork is to do the hard tasks first, as plish something."
Filed Charges Against Lorimer,
we used to do in childhood, with the
Former Psstor,
It seems to those who study housegood things, save the choice bit for
hold problems that three meals a day
Chicago
Clifford W. Barnes, presi- the last as we would say: "The last well prepared Is an accomplishment
dent of the Illinois Voters' league the best of all the game."
for any woman,
If one makes It a practise to do the needs a change but of course she
who, acting as a citizen, laid forma'
occasionally. If the
away
we
do
with the
charges of bribery In the election ol hard task first
husband would Just remember that
William Lorimer before the United long period of dreading, which is she Is Interested In other things
and
States senate, is a Chicago capitalist worse than getting right at It.
a theater ticket or a bunch of
Without a definite planning to do that
whose home lb In Lake Forest. He
roses would please her more than a
has taken an active Interest In legls the difficult work first. It Is the most cook book, there would be fewer disthing
In
to
the
world
choose
natural
latlve affairs and social questions foi
couraged women.
the thing easier or most enjoyable.
several years.
A porch supper or a picnic, when he
Hon. In Curry, Pa, In 1S64, be was With a change the revision would shares the work, Is a bright spot
to
In
lives,
our
the
make
hsrd
work
graduated from Yale and then took
remember, for all work and no play
finbe
more
us,
would
often
behind
the degree of master of arts at the
a
ished and done away with, and we, makes Jill dull, despondent woman.
There are women who absolutely refree to enjoy much along the way that
would otherwise be crowded out, be- fuse a little outing for one excuse or
another, and then wonder why their
cause of the work ahead.
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half-Inc-

h

etable Compound
"I want to ten yo
Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound did for me. 1 was no sick
that two of th beat doctora In Chicago
aid I would die if 1 did not have an.
operation,
l naa
already bad two
Chicago,

ML

what Lydia

.

operations,
and
thev wanted me to
go through a third
one. I suffered day

and night from Inflammation and a
small tumor, and:
never thought of
aeeing

again.

a well day

A friend
told me how Lydia
V THnkham's Veev
etable Compound bad helped her, and

Iwastried
it and after the third bottle
cured." Mrs. Ax vena Sfiruho,
1468

Clybonrne Ave., Chicago,

111

If yon are ill do not drag along at
borne or in your place of employment

until an operation if necessary, bat1
build np the feminine system, and remove the canse of those distressing
aches and pains by taking Lydia .
Plnkham's vegetable Compound, made'
from roots and herbs.
For thirty yean it has been the standard remedy for female ills, and baa1
positively restored the health of
women who have been troubled
with displacements, inflammation, ulceration, lihroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache,
flatulency, indigestion, dint;
nesa, or nervous prostration. Why
don't you try it?
tuou-aands-

of

bearing-down-feelin-

50c

'

three-fourth-

s

HMa11
11

I

AV

3B

one-thir- d

gran-itewa-

Clifford

W.

Barn.

University of Chicago. He has been
s pastor and social settlement worker
and general secretary of the Religious
Association of America
Prom 1100
to 1900 he was professor of sociology
In Illinois college.

Houston Poet

1

three-quarte-

Why ghouls Indians Swear?
Home writer says Indians don't
Grape Sherbet.
swear. Why should they? They do
To on cupful of grape juice add the
not hare to hook their wive up, they Juice of one orange and one lemon,
do not have to endure rotten tola one cupful of sugar, one pint
of water
phone service, they do not have to and on
tablespoonful of gelatine.
hang on the car strap, they do not Molaten the gelatine In a
portion of
It behind vast millinery creations at ' th
beat th remainder to boil
wter.
the theater and few of them have to

work

will cure any skin disease. That's
the price of HUNT'S CURE, and it
is absolutely guaranteed.

ALL DRUG

STORES

A. B. Richard Medicine Co., Sherman, Tea.

Don't Persecute
your Bowels
CARTER'S LITTLEAbV
LIVER PILLS .

yX

vTc

4

iifux

lal8--

m

"

Small PUL SasaU Dee. Small Price
GENUINE mm bear signature :

Coming

In Relays.

Twins were born to Mrs. O'Brien.
When the first one was born the nurse
called Jimmy and said:
"Tell your aunt to come right over.
The stork has brought you a little
brother."
The aunt could not come over Imm
dlately. In a half hour th ours1
called Jimmy again and said:
"Run over and tell auntie the storks
has brought you another brother."
Jimmy ran to his aunt' house aaV
aid:
"Auntie, the stork ha brought another brother. I wonder how many hoi
will bring before night"

husbands And them less Interesting
ban other women.
The Mason for Plnsappl.
Dertrnd a little more, respect yourPineapple are cheaper In May ar.c self and your calling, and above all.
arly June than at any other season, keep cheerful, and take an occasional
and for that reason the thrifty house- holiday. Tou owe It to yourself and
wife watches the markets to get low your family.
A Smooth On.
price and then proceeds to "put up"
"Tou say he waa brought up In a reHousehold Hints.
the delicious fruit In various ways.
Squeet a little lemon Juice over the fining atmosphere?"
One needs to remember that pine"Tes; as a boy he lived In the oil
apple wastes about
of its beefsteak Just before serving. Flavoring extracts should be added to a districts of Pennsylvania"
weight in preparation.
When It la desired for puddings. Ice mixture when cold, if possible, a th
The average man can't understand!
creams. Ices, etc . It la best shredded. team carries off much of the flavor. why
he has enemies.
When food ha "cooked on" a
When canned to be used as a sauce or
dlah half All
preserva. It Is cut In cubes.
iko
...
Hi.k
UUU
IU
. .
. r
.W "
u i .1
..(.i,
mi m II,
lib waaaing soaa
or soap powder, heat to the boiling
Te Preserve Pineapple.
Remove the skin and eyes. Hold the point and the dish may he easily
pineapple In the left hand, with a sil- washed.
ver fork begin at the stem end; shred
to the core, which Is Julceless.
What te Have for Summer Breakfaat.
During the hot weather month th
Weigh the pineapple after It is preppetlt la so fickle that on care litpared, and sprinkle over It
of a pound of sugar to one pound tle for anything heavy In food. Fresh,
of pineapple. Cook the apple In the chilled fruit Is always refreshing, then
sirup thus formed, until the fruit Is
dish of cereal with cream, a roll and
transparent, then remove the fruit a cup of coffee Is sufficient for most.
For those wbo like
and boll the sirup until thick.
heartier breakPineapple Is very nice served with faat, there are bacon, egg, chops,
tapioca and whipped cream.
omelets and fish.
m

who are out braving
the disagreable weather, and who
happened to be In the vicinity of the
New Wlllard hotel In Washington
were struck with wonder when
they saw the upper portion of the hotel obscured by a rapidly moving

OPERATION

1

Washington Hotel Is Stormed By Birds
dows and were ousted with a great
deal of difficulty.
The feathered cloud went astray,
probably through the miscalculation of
the leaders, and when a lew of them,
flying too low, went In the direction of
the hotel windows, the rsst followed,
like a flock of misguided sheep. Pell-mel- l
they struck against the roof and
upper windows, and, wbere the windows were open. In they flew and
poind and round the rooms. But the
aeroplane landing on the Wlllard la
not In commission yet and the bote!
management objected strenuously to
any attempt of guests to enter by
means of the roof.
Accordingly, a corps of hotel env
ployes. Including alt the volunteer
who could b pressed into servios,
made for the upper chambers of th
hostelry and swlshd and switched
the winged visitors out of doors, son
dead and some alive.

THIRD

ing. Pour over the softened gelatine,
add sugar and Juice, then freesa

Cslv' Brains Breaded.
Separate tbe brains Into pieces the
lie of oysters. Add a little water ta
a beaten egg, dip th brake la th
egg, then In crumbs, and fry la hot
fat Garnish with parsley.

Cloudcroft
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our midst Monday.

GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher
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acres
FOR SALE:-16.
Alamo-gordo4 miles from
1 mile from La
Luz. some improvements, can be sold in
tracts of 10 to 160 acres
at $15.00 per acre in

ISM

Hn

Alexander made a
trip to Mt. I'ark and
Thursday.

A.

.1.

ASSASSIN OF CHARACTER

-i

"

o.

bosi-MHigh-roll-

s

I

fills itself by dipping in nearest

ii

A
Camel

and pressing

ll

no (usaf

er

prcp-aration--

mussy tinkers
SS" atmosphere. Can't
Writes as rasily BS Mst, The most imlo.ik or sweat.
fountain pen made. Sold by
proved anU

Henry S. Evans,

Everything
Jewelry

in

over and $20.03 per
acre in smaller tracts.
Call on or write. A. F.
Menger.

Y.
M. Evans and family of
Alamogordo ware np the first of
FOB SAI.K: 8 h. p. high
the week visiting in dames Can grada gasoline engine. Brand
now and a bargain. Can be seen
on.
at Bousseau's Auto Shop.
Miss Margaret Kail of El Paso
: :!! tf.
who has been here visiting a few
days returned Wednesday.

TO RENT: Two desirable offices
alley west of in the First National Bank buildBailey's Pharmacy will soon be ing, second tloor. Apply at the
in operation as the lumber is on bank.
44tf.
The new bowling

R. B. RRMSTRORC,
C. I. MEYER,
Viea President
Cashier

J. ANDERSoa,
President

HENRY

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo, N. M.
Ortanlied November 15, fSM

$25.000
$10,000

Capital
Surplus Earned

cround.

the

FOR SAI.K : Black mare colt,
a?t Thursday Jul
gjf jpjo, at Mt. Park Mr Gtorge two and one half years old. no
Br'MÍ knd jfM Xai'iiiie' Wlntt. brande, broke to drive double,
Both are residents of James very gentle and in good condition. Rill of salo. Want to sell
Oaoon.
Murrit,(1

within

ten

days.

Inquire

of

adhere strictly to the establishes customs of
sound .banking, for many years of experience In banking
convinces us that conservative methods are always best
and we are pleased to serve the legitimate waits of our
customers and the development of the business Interests
of the community- We

DIRECTORS
BYRON SHERRY,
WYATT,

W. J. BR SON.
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
0. MEYER,
Y

HENRY

-

.

Like

no

Miss Ruth Evans, of The Ala Leslie Filis, La Luz. N. M.
mo Cottage .Sanatorium, who lias
been visiting in Cloudcroft, reFine engraving which will
MORE OF JOURNAL S DUPLICITY
turned Sunday, accompanied as please the most exclusive trade
Since the lirst page article was written with reference to the far as Alamogordo by Miss Grace is now one of our specialties.
Journal's attack upon Otero county, more evidence of that paper's Painter.
The work which is not according
duplicity has been received. The evidence comea in the form of
to specifications,
and does not
Hughes Elected Chairman
the fourth convulsion which the Journal has had, in tin issue o
please, will not be charged for.
Thursday, July 2&
All our work is on that basis,
At the meeting of the demo-ratThe issues which contained the first three attacks wi re mailed
Wednesday night, L. R, under an absolute guarantee.
to all the postoffices in the county. The lirst three issues were Hughes was elected committee.
LOST
solid gold stickpin
mailed in time to reach the committeemen of the outlying pre- - nian for this precinct. Thursd
i
i
i
i
mi
'ii
t
me
opal setting.
Mexican
be
a
tore
inursuay.
with
tie
ior
meeting
committee
scneauiea
the
meeting of the precinct
at
cincts
fourth issue shows that the Right Honorable William H. Andrews committeemen, he was elected rimler please return to News
also voted forth Hawkins Railroad Rill, after it had been vetoed county chairman. Me was elect- office and receive reward.
But the fourth issue containing this valuable ed for a term of two years.
by Governor Otero.
Ft R SALE
information, was not mailed in time to reach the committeemen
room dwel
If the Journal
Michigan
Two
ling
on
before they went into session. Rather significant
Avenue,
A prominent physician has anis really interested in the welfare of our people, why did it not nounced that the proper way to lots, bouse situated on one; Fine
publish tins information concerning Mr. Andrew in one oí tne e js on tj1(. right side. It is lawns and fruit trees. This is a
first three issues? Why did not the Journal publish nil the Juris in ,ma.i, better for the general bargain. Call on S. M. Barker
the case before the committee meeting.' Judge vail ami Jir. iuaitn an,i n Pome (.aSeg w
ami Son. for further information
Andrews voted alike on this bill, yet the Journal does not censure prevent a breakdown. We be- - as to terms etc.
Mr. Andrews, does not even mention his name in connection with ieve jji,,,
If you lie at all let it
,
,
it. Why this protection of Mr. Andrews? Does the Journal hai r ,
T ..
anything of record to indicate thai Mr. Andrews raited his voice tn de- the oilier side always brings
fense of this bill which he helped to pass, ulule it was being merciless- trouble and often serious disastly criticised in the House of Congress?
Presbyterian Church.
er. Lie on the right side.
d
Rrogress.
As a matter of fact, the members of both the house and the
Sunday school 10 a. m.
council were almost unanimous in their support of the bill after it
FOR SA LF : Black mare colt,
Breaching at 11 a. m. aiidSrno
bad been vetoed by the governor. To use the Journal's own report two and half years old. no
You are invited to come
the house passed the bill by the vote of to :, while the council brand-- , broke to drive double, again and bring your friends.
Does it seem quite fair to single
passed it by the vote of 11 to 1.
very gentle aud in good condiout Judge Fall, and vent upon him all of this vitriolic spleen, tion. Bill of sale. Want to sell
Baptist Church.
when every other member of the council, with one exception, was within tan days. Inquire of
Regular services II a. m. and
in the same category.' I'lease note that we are leaving out ol the Leslie
Flli. La Luz. N. M.
discussion Mr- Haw kins. In spite of the fact that the Journal
8:00 p. m. Sunday at the First
arri.oo seems to he enjoying Baptist church.
unty
still is coupling the names of Fall and Hawkins as titer
candidates, Mr, 11aw kins has not hccii. is not no::: and will not be, something of a boom, probably
Sunday School 046 a. m.
on account of the work on the
Prayer" service every Wednes
a candidate in this election.
new
house.
Last
court
week
the
7 d5 p. m.
lay
Not only the people of Otero county, but the people throughCarriaoso
Townsite
0o,
forty
sold
The public is cordially invited
out New Mexico as well, understand the Journal's attack and aptown lots. A force of men has to
attend all the services.
Tin' people know the Journal's
preciate its true significance,
g
tactics, and are preparad to been put to work cleaning up the Strangers are specially invited.
crooked methods, its
be amused at any and all of its clumsy antics. Note this as a sam- streets and alleys and vacant
M. t. Church, South.
ple of its unfairness in trying to establish a point : (Quoting from lots.
Dr. C. Clayton Batch came
the Journal of July ' : "The Hawkins railroad bill, by the way,
Breaching every Sunday Morns
combination put It down Wednesday evening from ing ami Evening
the methods by which tlnat the usual
through the legislature in 1008, etc." The Journal's own record Cloudcroft and left Varly this hours.
of the council vote how s that Mr. Spiess lotcd against the bill morning for Fl Baso. He reports
Sunday school : IB a. m.
that the prospects for an enjoy- when it was passed over the governor's veto.
Senior and Junior Leagues,
We have just said that the people of New Mexico know the u,1'' Chautauqua session are most Sunday Afternoon at ::(H and
true inwardness of the situation. Witness the following editorial ''i"ouraging. He has c ured 4! 00.
COmineut from the Albuquerque Tribune Citizen, which is the of- - t'1' P''''1- of nearly everybody
Brayer Service every Wednes
"' Alamogordo to assi-- t in tin day evening.
licial oiiian of the democratic nartv of New Mexico:
work.
"li is In coming plainer that one W. II. Andrews has
You are invited to attend any
to eliminate Judge A. B. Fall as a senatorial possibility .
The state of Texas ha- - just de- - or all of these services.
"It likewise appears that the morning paper program and the fttod the
(fKO. H. Givan, Bastor.
j,,,,
Andrews program have been passed upon and O. K'd. and that fllP .,,..,.,. l,r ti.
Mr. Andrews will light hard to t Mr. Fall out of the way.
Christian Church-Sundaof about liftv thousand votes.
"Getting Judge Fall out of the way will be a harder task than At the same time, the submission
school Id a. m.
even Mr. Andrews ligures and one of the bigge-- t lights within the movement was carried, which
11 a. m. and 8:00
Breaching
Republican ranks in history will follow.
means that the people of the p. m.
"In the meantime what assurance have we that Mr. Andrews whole state will have an oppoEverylrndy welcome S v e r y
has thrown over his corporation clothes".' What assurance have we rtunity to vote-,the issue of time.
that he will tight the railroads and the Corporations?
prohibition.
Stacy S. Bhillips, Bastor.
"Let Mr. Andrews follow up what he has been saying by makMcOaslin. who was captain of
ing an editorial confession or declaration of faith."
Grace Methodist Episcopal
the Fort Stanton baseball team
last year, is now with the
Sunday School 10 KM) a. m.
aggregation
is
and
playing
Morning Service 11 :00 a. m.
JUDGE FALL WRITES PLATFORM
a great game. Roswell has put
Evening Service 8:00 p.m.
Judge Fall's declaration of principles, or platform is published the trimmings on nearly all of
Mid week Prayer
on page I, column 1. It is on the strength of this platform that be the best ones this season. RosWednesday 7 :80 p. m.
earnestly solicits the support of the voters of Otero county. His well tried out Le Claire earlier
If you have no regular place of
platform is well worths careful study. The Nkws heartily en- in the season, but he failed to worship von will find a welcome
dorses the platform and suggests that its readers would to well to make good at the Mathewson here.
consider it favorably.
gam.
E. L. Baker, Pastor.
.

ink-we-

bothersome
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tracts of 40 acres and

Tin' tow n 1 mpplied tw MM a
wi'fk with fresh vegetables and
frail b Mr. Cast Iodine troni La
l.u Canon.

Continue! from page one)
of kit ability to gat results that they wait kins to represent tliii
county in the coo vaa t ion, The people of this county understand
thoroughly the Journal's attack ; and "arc next" to the itnister
motive which lies behind it. Tin' real effect of the attack has
boon t. make itaancher friends (or the man who has boon maligned ; and make enemies for the powers which in- igatod the scheme.
and a "lixed deal" is rant, pure
The talk about a "frame-upam' Simple. As Thk NtWS remarked lust week, there has been
considerable favorable comment upon tha joint conference plan.
That however, is a matter to be pasted upon by the committeemen
from all the precinct of the county, and not by a few of Alamo-cordAgain, if a ticket had been named by a joint conference,
the people still would have had to vote on the ticket. If a joint
conference were to name a ticket whirl, looked to be "raw" or
"fixed", the people would put into the tield an absolutely inde- pendent ticket which would be elected by overw helming majority.
If the Journal still desires to lessen Judge Pall's chances of
election it will have to borrow a littlt foresight and intelligence
and cdeverness to put into the attacks.

o
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CONKLIN'S FILLING PEN

0

Pinicing.

I'rot. .1. M. lit in mad.' a living trip to La Um and Alamogor-dall tha paapla af Otara County
last Friday.

key-windi-

key-windi-

i

Mrs. R. K. Pollock
Sunday in JlBII Canon

Drinks

would think of buying a
Who,
?
why buy an
Then
watch
fountain pen which is certainly more
dropper-fille- r
inconvenient and a greater nuisance than a
watch, and fully as antiquated t

Kates fur Advertisement!" In thi culnmn
word IMÉ lii'rtion. Mln- mu- - rent
mum i'lir"e .'." rent

Mr. and

Year in Advance
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Milu lVarl ami Claud Evans
span! Sunday with Loa Painter.
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THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

Three

!

W. E. CARMACK
Phone 92

EVERYTHING OF THE BEST

Church) Notices
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Hotel Southwestern
European

1

Rooms are Cool and

Comfortable. Dining
Room and Cafe Service Unsurpassed.
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Frank M.Stanley, iminigat imi
inspector stationed here, leaves
today for California to spend his

TRADE MARK

i

DrsiGNS

vacation.
Additional facts concerning
the Journal's attack upon Otero
county will be found in
torial column.

the edi

Copyrights
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Scientific American.
tiandtnmflr lltmtri4
mlaii.iii ..f nf rittiiian
A

Bom Wednesday morning to
Mr. and Mrs. tieorge Wcigele
Jr.. a son. weighing ten pounds.
Mother and aon are reported to
be doing well.
No

the eastbound (oblen
State Limited arrived alxiut ten
hours late last Saturday night.
The delay was due t trouble on
the Southern Pacific.
I.

Ac.
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CmI footwear for men, women
0. J. Wollinger.

and children.

Feli (uthrie of the firm "f
Holland Bros, at Carrizozo is ao
on duty at Frank 0. Kolland
--

drug store.

G.J. Woltinger returned last Miss Cornelia Warnock returnFriday evening from Cloudcroft, ed Sunday from Cloudcroft,
where he and Louis spent their where she visited Mrs. Howard
summer outing.

Beacham of the Lodge.
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polled the principal chautauo.ua
and will by that time have been
told bow far discreet his balk
was, or if to follow his attack
with further demonstiatum. or
quietly to tip-tliack upon the
reservation.
The hopeful democrat will tool
this way and that way training.
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Cases. All sizes.
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Let wonderful WASH WAX do
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bing
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and saves the clothes:
Sagamore Hill,
makes
them clean, sweet and
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USED LANGUAGE OF FINANCE

THE CIRCULAR STAIRCASE

Commercial Reporter Did His lest en
An Assignment That Was
New to Mim.
The exigencies of the occasion compelled the city editor to assign the
young financial reporter to write the
account of the ball Ma was Instructed
to give particular attention to a description of the costumes of the ladles
The following excerpts from his report
have been preserved:
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She wore a spangled dress and was
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Mourning Apparel
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JUNGLE AMENITIES.
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For Infanta and Children.

If you had Intended going to Canada for the purpose of purchasing
land on which to establish a home and

ath of England's Hag throws
all the courts of Europe
Into mourning; and In consequence
I." subjects of mourning apparel and
mourning etiquette are up for con'deration more generally than for
iiianr years. Customs change slowly,
specially those which rule In matters
of greatest moment.
Rules of etiquette governing In the events of
death, marriage, births and social
functions of high Importance have all
been carefully thought out and are
the crystalled expressions of consideration for others. They are formulated from the conduct of those
whose good taste and keen Intuitions
; it them In position to set examples.
Much latitude Is allowed Individual
taste In the matter of mourning ap-- ;
arel. Some people decry any special
dress for those In mourning, on the
ground that we should not divide our
sorrows with others.
But the great
majority feel that the assumption of
mourning attire is imperative as a
sign of respect to the dead or to his
family as well as an outward token
of a sense of loss. To ignore a death
seems to cast a slight upon the worth
of the departed soul; therefore, an In
creasing number of persons In the
MM social circles assume what (s
ailed
"complimentary
mourning."
This Is either a badge of mourning of
some sort, or the wearing of black for
a short term. This Is a different matter from the mourning apparel assumed by members of a family. Complimentary mourning does not Involve
the restrictions which that of relatives assumes.
Certain fabrics are
chuten for those In mourning. These
are crape, silk genadlne.
bombazine, net. uncut velvet,
mourning silks, felt, voile and
otter fabrics of a Jet black hue and
soft luster or dull finish. Crape is
rn"i,-nlzeas the correct fabric for
nrsl mourning everywhere, and Is In
fact the insignia of mourning. Crape
is usrd as a finish, or decoration, on
Other fabrics, and sometimes entire
garments are made of It. It Is a beautiful fabric made of silk and having

Till

i'

-

nans-veilin-

crepe-de-chin-

FOR YOUNG LADY.
This is a very smart frock suitable
to be made in cashmere, silk and wool
crepon, or any fine woolen.
TM corselet bodice and side of
skirt are cut In one to below blps;

diagonal rib or crinkle across the surface
it u made In both dull and
silky luster; the dull finish Is considered the more elegant. Recently It Is
much used In dress accessories, such
as collars, cuffs and bands, and In
stoles and muffs, for those In deep
mourning Silk grenadine Is very generally worn In this country for veils,
as shown In Fig. 1. ft is light in
weight, supple and durable. It Is used
In the open weaves for face veils and
is often bordered. For summer, large
mesh silk veils, bordered with a fold
of crape, are worn, with millinery
made of or trimmed with these materials, the crape nearly always appearing In a flat border or fold. English manufacturers have succeeded a
waterproofing these fabrics so that
rain or moisture does them no harm.
The transition from deep mourning
to colors is accomplished gradually.
After a certain period of time, mora
or less long at the discretion of the
wearer, the mourning veil U discarded: next crape Is eliminated. The
Is next all black, but not necee-- i
sarlly of recognized mourning fabrics.
After black, gray, the cold lavenders
and white are worn. White may ba,
worn
with
black accessories for
mourning, and Is correct, but Is more
often assumed for what Is called "second mourning," that U, In the period
of transition from mourning to colors.
There is nothing so dignified and
nothing more elegant than a
mourning costume. In choosing
models or patterns for making mourning gowns or hats (or any garment)
plain, neat and elegant designs ara
correct. Noth'ng "fussy" Is admissible. No extremes of the mode are to
be considered. For millinery neither
very large or very small hats, but
those In shapes which are always
worn should be selected.
Exquisite
workmanship must characterize the
work of both milliner and dressmaker. Fortunately the regular mouru-Infabrics, crape, bombazine and nuns
veiling, all are adapted to the sort of
work requiied.
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JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

USEFUL

FOR

Pin

An

Case

THE

TRAVELER

Almost Indispensable
Requisite When One Is on a
Journey.

A new form of the well known pin
case for traveling g being KU.iwn Just
now that makes acceptable pi lasa or
a present for European travelers.
The case Is formed like a wallet
with a Bap at the side that buttons
or at with
patent clasp. This ta
made of cardboard covered first with
cotton battinr,. then with cretonne,
fancy brocades, ribbons or with an
embroidered linen case.
Inside than in a single leaf adjusted to back of case like the page of a
book. This is covered on both sides
with white eiderdown or flannel,
which Is carrlej over to Hue the sides
of case as well.
la this lining Is stuck on the outer
cast safety pins In all sizes and colors. Ou both sides of the Inner page
aro aranged big headed pins In various slz'-- and color. These can form
fancy norJers or a otar figure below
and a border or other artistic group-tu-
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other day before the Massachusetts
legislative committee which Is investigating the milk situation. While giving her testimony she refused the
chair offered by the committee and
remained standing at the head of the
witness table. In making her plea
for pure milk Mrs. Howe said:
"There are several parties to the
milk situation, and I think the prln- clpal party Is the child In the cradle.
There is no substitute for milk in
rearing children. It Is a matter of
life and death and should not take
long to settle. I do want that those
food
who produce this important
should have suitable compensation. I
stand for Justice to all parties and
mercy to one, the infant."

New York Central Lines
Lake Shore, Big Four Route
Michigan Central

To

New York, Boston

Conquests.

New England, entire Atlantic Coast and
other Eastern Summer Resorts

"I have been engaged several times,
boasted the first summer girl, "to men
whoM names I did not know."

Tickets will be on tale daily during Tune, July, August and September. Many free itop-ovprivifepei, ar.d optional boat trips
on Great Lakes, St. Lawrence and Hudson Rivers.

sec-

ond summer girl. "I engaged myself
hut season to a stranger who wigwagged his proposal irom a passing
yai lit."

Inference.
Ethel (confidentially - Do you know,
Clara, that I had two offers of
last week?
tiara iwlth enthusiasm) Oh, I am
delighted, dear! Then the report is
really true that your uncle left you his
money?

(si MM

Low Rd Fares

Strong Plea for the Infants.

the

GASTORIA

XwratrteenndcrFooJig

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe testified the

"That's nothing," retorted

For Ovar

NEW YORK.

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Foster-Milbur-

va

and LOSS OF SLEEP

1

from kidney disease
that I gave up hope
of my recovery. I
could rest neither
night or day, the
pains in my back
nearly driving me
frantic There wa
decided dropsical symntoms such aa
swelling of my feet and ankles and my
heart palpitated violently. After doctoring without benefit, I began with
Doan's Kidney Pilla and when I had
used two boxes I was as well as ever."
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a

Jtrree

A perfect Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions Fevtrish-nes- s

Mrs. M. A. Gam-f1 n ,
Russellvllle,
Ark., says: "I was
in such bad shape

',iy--
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fipt sou Drsiwcimarn
IKtmpim .feea
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a

a

of

y arc otic

Not

urinary passages, backache, headache
and dizzy spells tell of disordered kidneys. Neglect of these warnings may
prove fatal. Begin using Doan's Kidney Pills. They cure sick kidneys.
Kan

t

Digcshon,Cnerful-nfssandRcs-

Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral

submarine opening of yours or the water will rush In and sink you.
Hljjpopottamus Oh, lock up your
trunk and put a strap round It If you
don't want to have it busted.

We

will be glad to send you full information as to fares, berth
reservations and routes, and on request will send copies of our
new 1910 summer booklets and folders.
WARREN J. LYNCH. Paaaencer Traffic Maaaser. Chica
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Plck-Me-l'-

Or Scrambled It.
Shirts oí the "boiled" variety are
often very refractory, and it Lakes

Tit-Hit-

.

ir.
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e

more than courage and patience to put
one on. Mr Jones, one evening, struggling into his. which was fresh from
the laundry, remarked to Mrs. Jones
that It was a foolish custom, this war
s
Ing of stiff shirts.
A writer la
tells the story.
"We've got plenty of time, dear,"
said his wife. "I guess the only trouble Is that the girl boiled It a little
too long."
"Looks to me as If she had fried It'"
said Mr Jones, as his head emeraed.
Youth's Companion.

The Kind You Have

''"

accompanying some land company,
whose holdings you proposed to look
over or to go up on your own account
to select one hundred and sixty acres
of land free, you should delay no
longer.
Corn planting Is over, your
Baal crop Is well ahead, and you
have a few weeks' time before you are
required In the fields again.
Now
make your Intended trip
Reports
at hand show that the crop prospects
in Canada were never better than
they are today. The cool weather has
not affected the crop, but If anything,
It has been a benefit. There has been
plenty of moisture and those who
have had their land properly prepared
look upon this year as likely to be one
of the best they have had.
A great
many are going up this season who
expect to pay two or three dollars an
acre more tban they were asked to
pay last year. Others who wish to
homestead are prepared to go farther
from the line of railway than would
have been necessary last year. Still
It la worth It. So It will be with you.
Next year landa will be higher-priceand homesteads less accessible. There
Is a wonderful tide of Immigration to
Central Canada now. It Is expected
that one hundred and fifty thousand
new settlers from the United Sutes
will be numbered by the end of the
present year, an increase of fifty per
cent over last year.
In addition to
this there will be upwards of one
hundred thousand from the old country, which does not Include those
who may come from the northern
countries of the Continent These all
Intend to settle upon the land. The
reader does not require an answer to
the questions, "Why do they do It?"
"Why are they going there in auch
large numbers?" Western Canada Is
no longer an experiment.
The fact
that one hundred and fifty million
bushels of wheat were raised there
last year as against ninety-fivmillions the year previous, ahowa that
the tiller of the soil in Central Canada
la making money and It Is safe to say
that he is making more money tban
can be made anywhere else on the
Continent In the growing of grains.
He gets good prices, he has a sure and
a heavy crop, he enjoys splendid railway privileges, and he has also the
advantages of schools and churches
and such other social life as may be
found anywhere.
It la difficult to say
what district is the best. Some are
preferred to others because there ara
friends already
established.
The
Grand Trunk Pacific, on Its way
across the Continent, is opening up a
splendid tract of land, which is being
taken up rapidly. The other railways
the Canadian Pacific and Canadian
Northern are extending branch lines
Into pars Inaccessible a couple of
years ago. With a perfect network
of railways covering a large area of
the agricultural lands it is not difficult to secure a location. Any agent
of the Canadian Government will be
pleased to render you assistance by
advice and suggestion, and a good
plan Is to write or call upon him.
The Government has located these
agents at convenient points throughout the States, and their offices are
well equipped with a full supply of
maps aud literature.
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Weak, Weary. Watery Kjee.
By Murine Eyt Remad y
Try
Murine For Your gya Troubles. You Will
Like Murine. It Soothes. Stc at Your
Druggists. Write For Kye Books. Kre.
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.
Re:i.---
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Never do anything that involves secrecy or the want of candor, or it may
lead to dark methods of inquiry by
your neighbor Judge Willis.
RED TKOaa B W.I. ni l K
Should be in every home. Ak your grocer
for it. Large 2 oz. package only I cents.

girl Isn't necessarily an angel
cause she's fly.
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be-
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Oldest and Best Tonic; for Malaria and Debility.

splendid general ton.c; 0 years' aucceaa. Contain
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Surpriss for the Deity.
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"Papa." said a little glr, rushing
MIMlNlMIM- iklmf OivuMlt
These cases may be made In any Into the room with the air of one bring-lntreu,. ur .N á.iM
Now and áain vou tee ram
ItrMetEceaikKiiHa
convenient size: one four by five
valuable Inforuiatlou, "did you
iná down tbe street who look tiL ...r.r.
atsoL soars
laches gies plenty of space.
know that the Ilrown's little baby was
You are astonished to learn that they ara
' Sri.kUa. Sea tas
dead?"
mother sod daughter, and you realize that
a woman at forty or forty-fiv- e
"Yes, dear, I heard of It. Aren't
ought to be
Silk Scams.
art her finest and fairest.
Why isn't it so?
T(! making of a silk blouse Is ren- sorry?"
Tbe general health of woman is no in"Yes. but, papa, it was only three
dered all the more difficult, where the
timately associated with the local health
home dressmaker Is concerned, by days old."
of the essentially feminine orfan that
"I know, lore."
the (tart that the seam to He flat must
(here can be no red cheeks and round
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